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IP2
Bigger Is Better: Why Wafer-Size Chips Matter

To extend the growth of performance in HPC, architectural specialization has returned, providing a significant boost for computational science. At the hardware level, the development by Cerebras Systems of a successful wafer-scale compute platform opens new opportunities. Single-wafer integration provides remarkable memory and interconnect bandwidth and latency. Performance is attainable without relying on dense matrix multiplication; there is no cache hierarchy and fine-grained processor to processor communication is efficient. Therefore, wafer-scale processing has breakthrough implications across high-performance use cases. The elimination of most off-chip communication cuts the power per unit performance, a key performance determining parameter. For HPC use cases like finite difference methods, Fourier methods, dense matrices, and examples involving irregular and dynamic interprocessor communication, we have demonstrated supercomputer performance levels or better at kilowatt rather than megawatt power and single rack rather than datacenter cost. The fine-grained nature of the architecture allows strong scaling and reduces time to solution rather than boosting flops for enormous problems.

Rob Schreiber
Cerebras, U.S.
rob.schreiber@cerebras.net

IP3
Political Apportionment Through the Lens of Combinatorial Optimization

The question of how to allocate seats in a body of representatives is one of the most fundamental tasks in the political organization of modern societies. In the apportionment problem, we are given the population of each state and the house size, and the goal is to design a method to allocate a certain number of seats to each state. Two fundamental properties designed to avoid the famous Alabama paradox and population paradox are monotonicity and proportionality. A method is house-monotone if no state receives fewer seats when the house size increases, and is quota-compliant if each state receives the exact proportional value, rounded up or down. In this work, we provide a polyhedral characterization of all the possible apportionments that can be obtained by house-monotone and quota-compliant methods. Our result is based on modeling the seat allocation process as a network flow. Furthermore, our approach is flexible in the sense that we can incorporate any other apportionment requirements as long as the network structure is preserved. Since achieving exact proportionality is not possible in general, we use randomization in the design of our methods. A method is ex-ante proportional if, on expectation, every state receives the exact proportional amount. We design a method that is quota-compliant, ex-ante proportional, and satisfies the more general population monotonicity property at the cost of violating the house size by some amount. Furthermore, by combining our polyhedral characterization together with randomization, we are able to characterize the randomized apportionment solutions that are house-monotone, quota-compliant, and ex-ante proportional. This is joint work with Javier Cembrano, Alexandros Tsigonias-Dimitriadis, and Victor Verdu.</p>
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IP4
New Local Differentially Private Protocols for Frequency and Mean Estimation

Consider the following examples of distributed applications: a texting app wants to train ML models for autocompletion based on text history residing on-device across millions of devices, or the developers of some other app want to understand common app settings by their users. In both cases, and many others, a third party wants to understand something in the aggregate about a large distributed database but under the constraint that each individual record requires some guarantee of privacy. Protocols satisfying so-called local differential privacy have become the gold standard for guaranteeing privacy in such situations, and in this talk I will discuss new such protocols for two of the most common problems that require solutions in this framework: frequency estimation, and mean estimation. Based on joint works with subsets of Hilał Asi, Vitaly Feldman, Huy Le Nguyen, and Kunal Talwar.

Jelani Nelson
University of California, Berkeley
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IP5
Where the Wild Things Are

As computer scientists and applied mathematicians, we strive to develop novel algorithms, software, and systems that provide users with significantly expanded capabilities. In some cases, a single effort achieves both goals, but in many cases we must choose between innovation and utility. The academics among us are also responsible for training the next generation. The talk will describe a decade-long adventure that started as an effort to provide ecologists who track wild animals significantly expanded capabilities. The effort succeeded; the new tracking capabilities led to discoveries published in Science, PNAS, as well as more specialized journals. This application-oriented effort also resulted in opportunities to innovate in algorithms, systems, and mathematics, including a new mixed-integer least-squares algorithm for specialized GPS localization and a (correct) proof to a 60-year-old mathematical claim. The insights gained in the context of this research led to a new university course and to a new SIAM book, Location Estimation from the Ground Up. The talk will describe the most interesting aspects of this adventure, will describe remaining challenges and open problems, and will also reflect on different drivers for research and different ways of doing research.

Sivan A. Toledo
Tel Aviv University
stoledo@tau.ac.il

IP6
Not Too Sparse, Not Too Dense ...

Over the last ten years, there has been significant work on adapting tools and techniques from structural graph algorithms for practical network analysis. One promising direction is bounded expansion - a broad notion of sparsity introduced by Nešetřil and Ossona de Mendez in 2012 which seems to exhibit a Goldilocks-like property of both encompassing many classes of real-world networks while still ad-
mitting (theoretically) efficient parameterized algorithms for a rich set of graph optimization problems. Bounded expansion includes many well-studied classes (e.g., bounded degree, H-minor-free, bounded crossing number) and can be characterized by a plethora of independently interesting parameters (e.g., density of shallow minors, uniform quasi-wideness, and generalized coloring numbers). Many FPT algorithms take advantage of the inherent bounds on these parameters in bounded expansion classes in order to achieve polynomial runtimes. In this talk, we focus on the generalized coloring numbers, which were introduced by Kierstead and Yang in 2003 and have played a key role in work on practical implementations of algorithms in structurally sparse graphs. We survey the area, highlighting the use of generalized coloring numbers in engineering a new algorithm for counting subgraphs in large sparse networks (Algorithmica 2022, with Reidl) alongside recent work on their hardness and approximation (EuJC 2023, with Breu-McKay and Lavallee).

Blair D. Sullivan
University of Utah, U.S.
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SP1
Session 1 - 2023 SIAG/ACDA Early Career Prize: Generalized Hypergraph Cut Algorithms and Their Applications

In graph clustering and hypergraph clustering, the goal is to partition a set of nodes into well-connected clusters in such a way that few edges (or hyperedges) are "cut", i.e., separated between clusters. Although graph models are more common, hypergraphs can directly encode multway relationships like group social interactions, multiway biological interactions, or chemical reactions involving multiple substances. As a result, hypergraph clustering is more natural for many applications. However, this generalized problem is more nuanced since there are many different ways to partition a single hyperedge among clusters. Different ways of penalizing cut hyperedges may be more or less useful depending on the application, and this also leads to significant differences in computational complexity results when solving hypergraph clustering problems. This talk will introduce a generalized notion of the minimum hypergraph cut problem, along with efficient algorithms for certain variants and NP-hardness results for others. I’ll then show how new algorithmic techniques for hypergraph cut problems can be incorporated into more sophisticated pipelines for hypergraph clustering. This leads to improved results in several different types of downstream data analysis tasks, such as finding related retail products in large e-commerce datasets, detecting groups of students from the same classroom based on group interaction data, and identifying related posts in large online QA forums.

Nate Veldt
Texas A & M University
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JP1
Welcome Remarks and Joint Plenary with OP23 - On the Optimization of Nonsmooth Problem Without Generalized Derivatives

Numerous applications may require the solution of nonsmooth optimization problems, e.g., due to the action of values, a bilevel structure or complementarity conditions. For a large class of target functions, the concept of abs-linearization allows the generation of a piecewise linear local model that is provable of second order. Similar to the quadratic model generated by a truncated Taylor series in the smooth situation, this piecewise linear model can be used as a building block for optimization algorithms targeting nonsmooth problems of different kinds. In this talk, first we define abs-smooth functions covering a wide range of applications like clustering, image restoration, and robust gas network optimization. Also various mathematical models like complementarity problems or bilevel optimization tasks can be formulated as abs-smooth functions. Subsequently, the abs-linearization approach and the properties of the resulting local model will be illustrated. Then, we discuss the solution of piecewise linear optimization problems. Based on this capability we can derive optimization approaches that allow also the handling of constraints and/or nonlinearities. For each class of the nonsmooth optimization problems and the corresponding solution approach, convergence results and numerical examples will be given.

Andrea Walther
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
andrea.walther@math.hu-berlin.de

CP1
Exact Algorithms for Group Closeness Centrality

The Group Closeness Centrality problem asks, given a graph $G$ and an integer $k$, for a vertex set $S$ of size $k$ such that the sum of distances from the vertices of $V \setminus S$ to $S$ is minimal. Being a generalization of the NP-hard Dominating Set problem, Group Closeness Centrality is NP-hard as well and W[2]-hard with respect to $k$ meaning that it presumably has no algorithm with running time $f(k) \cdot n^{O(1)}$. We first show that, in contrast to Dominating Set, Group Closeness Centrality remains W[2]-hard when restricted to graphs with constant maximum degree. We then develop and evaluate two new exact algorithms for Group Closeness Centrality, one based on branch-and-bound and one based on a new ILP formulation. We further show how to embed both approaches in an iterative method that allows to solve the problem without computing all pairwise distances in $G$. Our experiments show that on small and medium-sized real-world networks, the new ILP formulation substantially outperforms a previous ILP formulation and that the branch-and-bound algorithm is competitive with the new ILP formulation for small values of $k$.

Luca P. Staus, Christian Komusiewicz, Nils Morawietz
Philipps-Universität Marburg, Germany
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CP1
On the Group Coverage Centrality Problem: Parameterized Complexity and Heuristics

We study the problem of computing a group of $k$ vertices that covers a maximum number of shortest paths in a graph in the context of network centrality. In Group Coverage Centrality the input is an undirected graph $G = (V, E)$ and the aim is to find a set $S$ of $k$ vertices such that the number of vertex pairs $\{u, v\}$ covered by $S$ is at least $t$,

...
if such a set exists. A set $S$ covers a vertex pair $(u,v)$ if $S$ contains at least one internal vertex of some shortest $(u,v)$-path. We also consider All Pairs Coverage, the special case of Group Coverage Centrality where we want to cover at least one shortest path for all non-adjacent vertex pairs. We provide a parameterized complexity analysis for both problems for the solution-size related parameters $k$ and $|V| - k$, structural graph parameters, and the number of covered shortest paths $t$. On the negative side, we show that solution-size parameterizations do not lead to FPT-algorithms. On the positive side, we show that additionally considering structural parameters motivated from social network theory leads to FPT-algorithms for All Pairs Coverage and that Group Coverage Centrality admits FPT-algorithms for $t$ and for $t - k$. On the practical side, we introduce several heuristics and compare their performance on standard benchmark graphs. We show that a greedy Set Cover-based heuristic gives almost-optimal results while a simple degree-based heuristic performs only slightly worse with a much better running time.

Christian Komusiewicz, Jannis Schramek, Frank Sommer
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**CP2**

**Engineering Fully Dynamic Δ-Orientation Algorithms**

In this work, we consider the fully dynamic edge orientation problem, also called fully dynamic $Δ$-orientation problem, which is to maintain an orientation of the edges of an undirected graph such that the out-degree is low. If edges are inserted or deleted, one may have to flip the orientation of some edges in order to avoid vertices having a large out-degree. While there has been theoretical work on dynamic versions of this problem, currently there is no experimental evaluation available. In this work, we close this gap and engineer a range of new dynamic edge orientation algorithms as well as algorithms from the current literature. The most successful newly proposed algorithms in this paper are based on repeatedly swapping edges with smallest degree neighbors and based on breadth-first search. Generally, these algorithms outperform the algorithms currently proposed in the literature. The best algorithm considered in this paper in terms of quality, based on a simple breadth-first search, computes the optimum result more than 90% of the instances and is on average only 2.4% worse than the optimum solution.

Jannick Borowitz, Ernestine Großmann
Heidelberg University
jannick.borowitz@uni-heidelberg.de,
e.großmann@informatik.uni-heidelberg.de
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**CP2**

**On Improving Contraction Hierarchies Using Distance Group Partitions**

Contraction Hierarchies (CH) are a popular speed-up technique for shortest path computations in transportation networks. One shortcoming of this approach is that it does not allow flexible trade-offs between query time and space consumption. We address this issue and show a way to spend additional space in order to improve the query times of CH. For instance, with only 5% additional space overhead we are able to improve the query times for the street network of South America by a factor of three. Our work is based on the notion of Distance Group Partitions, which we consider to be a natural extension of the CH framework.

Claudius Proissl
University of Stuttgart
claudius.proissl@fmi.uni-stuttgart.de

**CP2**

**Faster Parallel Exact Density Peaks Clustering**

Clustering multidimensional points is a fundamental data mining task, with applications in many fields. The goal of clustering algorithms is to group similar objects together. Density-based clustering is a clustering approach that defines clusters as dense regions of points. It has the advantage of being able to detect clusters of arbitrary shapes, rendering it useful in many applications. In this paper, we propose two fast parallel algorithms for Density Peaks Clustering (DPC), a popular variant of density-based clustering. Existing exact DPC algorithms suffer from low parallelism, which limits their application to large-scale data sets. Our most performant algorithm uses priority search kd-trees to compute DPC. It achieves $O(n \log n)$ span (parallel time complexity) while being work-efficient, which means it has the same work complexity as the best existing sequential DPC algorithm. We also present another DPC algorithm that uses a Fenwick tree and makes fewer assumptions for its average-case complexity to hold. We provide optimized implementations of our algorithms and evaluate their performance via extensive experiments.

Yihao Huang
Phillips Academy
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**CP3**

**Integer Programming for the Maximum Cut Problem: A Refined Model and Implications for Branching**

We suggest a refined integer programming model for the Maximum Cut problem, which is motivated by new and extended structural results. These include new insights on odd-cycle inequalities based on uncovering and making use of their relation to parity constraints, as well as implications of branching on partitioning decisions. The latter lead to a new improved branching rule. In our computational comparison of branching strategies, we demonstrate a significant impact of our model and techniques on state-of-the-art branch-and-cut algorithms and show that our branching rule improves over previous problem-specific
CP3
A Reduced Cost-Based Model Strengthening Method

Reduced cost strengthening is a common tool in Integer Linear Programming to speed up Branch-and-Bound algorithms. Given an optimal dual solution and a primal bound \( P \), this technique allows to eliminate values from a variable’s domain that cannot be attained in a solution with an objective value better than \( P \). In this work, we present new theoretical results that allow for a different view of reduced costs. Based on these results, we designed a procedure that determines alternative dual solutions in order to strengthen the bound of any variable, i.e., it extends the classical reduced cost strengthening to variables that have only implicit bounds or are fractional. In the latter case, we even cut off the current fractional solution. This proves particularly useful in a Branch-and-Price context. We carry out computational experiments for a heterogeneous vehicle routing problem which show that our technique can have a large positive impact on the solution process.

Lukas Schürmann
University of Bonn
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CP4
Invited Minitutorial 1 - Sergei Vassilvitskii; Beyond Worst Case Analysis

Worst-case analysis has proven invaluable for understanding aspects of both the complexity and practicality of algorithms. In some cases, however, we do not face worst-case scenarios, and the question arises of how we can tune our algorithms to work even better on the kinds of instances we are likely to see, while keeping a rigorous formal framework similar to what we have developed through worst-case analysis. We give an overview of a recent trend that develops algorithms parameterized by additional parameters which capture “the kinds of instances we are likely to see,” and obtains a finer grained analysis of algorithms’ performance. We will give examples of re-analyzing classical algorithms through this lens, as well as developing new algorithms that expose new structural insights about the problems.

Sergei Vassilvitskii
Google Research
sergei@cs.stanford.edu

CP5
Irreducibility of Recombination Markov Chains in the Triangular Lattice

In the United States, regions are frequently divided into districts for the purpose of electing representatives. How the districts are drawn can affect who’s elected, and drawing districts to give an advantage to a certain group is known as gerrymandering. It can be surprisingly difficult to detect gerrymandering, but one algorithmic method is to compare a current districting plan to a large number of randomly sampled plans to see whether it is an outlier. Recombination Markov chains are often used for this random sampling: randomly choose two districts, consider their union, and split this union in a new way. This works well in practice, but the theory behind it remains underdeveloped. For example, it’s not known if recombination Markov chains are irreducible, that is, if recombination moves suffice to move from any districting plan to any other. Irreducibility of recombination Markov chains can be formulated as a graph problem: for a graph \( G \), is the space of all partitions of \( G \) into \( k \) connected subgraphs (\( k \) districts) connected by recombination moves? We consider three simply connected districts and district sizes \( k_1 \pm 1 \) vertices, \( k_2 \pm 1 \) vertices, and \( k_3 \pm 1 \) vertices. We prove for arbitrarily large triangular regions in the triangular lattice, recombination Markov chains are irreducible. This is the first proof of irreducibility under tight district size constraints for recombination Markov chains beyond small or trivial examples.

Sarah Cannon
Claremont McKenna College
scannon@cmc.edu

CP5
Generalized Scaling for the Constrained Maximum-Entropy Sampling Problem

The best practical techniques for exact solution of instances of the constrained maximum-entropy sampling problem, a discrete-optimization problem arising in the design of experiments, are via a branch-and-bound framework applied to a variety of concave continuous relaxations of the objective function. A standard and computationally-important bound-enhancement technique in this context is scaling, via a single positive parameter. We extend this technique to generalized scaling, employing a positive vector of parameters, we give mathematical results aimed at supporting algorithmic methods for computing optimal generalized scalings, and we give computational results demonstrating the usefulness of generalized scaling on benchmark problem instances.

Zhongzhu Chen, Jon Lee
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CP5
Learned Interpolation for Better Streaming Quantile Approximation with Worst-Case Guarantees

An \( \varepsilon \)-approximate quantile sketch over a stream of \( n \) inputs approximates the rank of any query point \( q \) that is, the number of input points less than \( q \) up to an additive error of \( \varepsilon n \), generally with some probability of at least \( 1 - 1/poly(n) \), while consuming \( o(n) \) space. While the celebrated KLL sketch of Karnin, Lang, and Liberty achieves a provably optimal quantile approximation algorithm over worst-case streams, the approximations it achieves in practice are often far from optimal. Indeed, the most commonly
used technique in practice is Dunning’s t-digest, which often achieves much better approximations than KLL on real-world data but is known to have arbitrarily large errors in the worst case. We apply interpolation techniques to the streaming quantiles problem to achieve better approximations on real-world data sets than KLL while maintaining similar guarantees in the worst case.
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CP6
Reducing the Feeder Effect in Public School Admissions: A Bias-Aware Analysis for Targeted Interventions

Traditionally, New York City’s top 8 public schools select candidates solely based on their scores in the Specialized High School Admissions Test (SHSAT). These scores are known to be impacted by socioeconomic status of students and test preparation received in feeder middle schools, leading to a massive filtering effect in the education pipeline. The classical mechanisms for assigning students to schools do not naturally address problems like school segregation and class diversity, which have worsened over the years. The scientific community, including policy makers, have reacted by incorporating group-specific quotas or summer school opportunities, but there is evidence that these can end up hurting minorities or even create legal challenges. We take a completely different approach in this work, to reduce this filtering effect of feeder middle schools.

We model a two-sided market where a candidate may not work, to reduce this filtering effect of feeder middle schools. We further show that these can end up hurting minorities or even create legal challenges.

We validate these findings using SAT scores data from New York City high schools. We show that in most cases DeCAF leads to over 80% reduction in the size of the kernel, orders of magnitude improvement in the time required to obtain a decomposition, and scales to instances with $k \geq 17$.

Shweta Jain, Yosuke Mizutani
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CP6
Order-Optimal Correlated Rounding for Fulfilling Multi-Item E-Commerce Orders

We study the dynamic fulfillment problem in e-commerce, in which incoming (multi-item) customer orders must be immediately dispatched to (a combination of) fulfillment centers that have the required inventory. A prevailing approach to this problem, pioneered by Jasin and Sinha (2015), is to write a ‘deterministic’ linear program that dictates, for each item in an incoming multi-item order from a particular region, how frequently it should be dispatched to each fulfillment center (FC). However, dispatching items in a way that satisfies these frequency constraints, without splitting the order across too many FC’s, is challenging. Jasin and Sinha identify this as a correlated rounding problem, and propose an intricate rounding scheme that they prove is suboptimal by a factor of at most $q/4$ on a $q$-item order. This paper provides to our knowledge the first substantially improved scheme for this correlated rounding problem, which is suboptimal by a factor of at most $1 + \ln(q)$. We provide another scheme for sparse networks, which is suboptimal by a factor of at most $d$ if each item is stored in at most $d$ FC’s. We show both of these guarantees to be tight in terms of the dependence on $q$ or $d$. Our schemes are simple and fast, based on an intuitive idea—items wait for FC’s to ‘open’ at random times, but
observe them on ‘dilated’ time scales. This also implies a new randomized rounding method for the classical Set Cover problem.

Will Ma
Columbia University
wm2428@gsb.columbia.edu

CP7
Provably Fast and Space-Efficient Parallel Biconnectivity

Computing biconnected components (BCC) of a graph is a fundamental graph problem. The canonical parallel BCC algorithm is the Tarjan-Vishkin algorithm, which has $O(n + m)$ optimal work and polylogarithmic span on a graph with $n$ vertices and $m$ edges. However, Tarjan-Vishkin is not widely used in practice. We believe the reason is the space-inefficiency (it uses $O(m)$ extra space). In practice, existing parallel implementations are based on breath-first search (BFS). Since BFS has span proportional to the diameter of the graph, existing parallel BCC implementations suffer from poor performance on large-diameter graphs and can be slower than the sequential algorithm on many real-world graphs. We propose the first parallel biconnectivity algorithm (FAST-BCC) that has optimal work, polylogarithmic span, and is space-efficient. Our algorithm creates a skeleton graph based on any spanning tree of the input graph. Then we use the connectivity information of the skeleton to compute the biconnectivity of the original input. We carefully analyze the correctness of our algorithm, which is highly non-trivial. We implemented FAST-BCC and compared it with existing implementations. We tested them on a 96-core machine on 27 graphs with varying edge distributions. FAST-BCC is the fastest on all graphs. On average (geometric means), FAST-BCC is $3.1$x faster than the best existing baseline on each graph.

Xiaojun Dong, Letong Wang, Yan Gu
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CP8
Computing Boundary Crossing Probabilities of General Empirical Processes

Order statistics play a fundamental role in statistical procedures such as risk estimation, outlier detection, and multiple hypothesis testing, as well as in the analyses of mechanism design, queues, load balancing, and rank-based processes. They are particularly useful in the construction of empirical distribution functions, which are fundamental to empirical process theory and non-parametric statistics. In some applications, it may be desirable to compute the joint cumulative distribution function (cdf) of $d$ order statistics exactly. Efficient algorithms to compute this quantity are known when the data are i.i.d.; however, the task becomes significantly more challenging when relaxing either the identically distributed or the independence assumption. Existing methods for the non-i.i.d. setting obtain the joint cdf indirectly, by first computing and then aggregating over the marginal distributions. In this paper, we simplify an existing dynamic programming solution to achieve an exponential-in-$d$ factor improvement in both time and space complexity over known methods. We detail the independent, non-identical setting, and then outline how our method extends to more general settings: e.g., dependent random variables. (Details are deferred to an appendix.)

Rigel C. Galgana, Amy Greenwald, Takehiro Oyakawa
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CP8
Greed Is Good for 2-Approximating the Jump Number for Interval Posets

The jump number problem for interval posets is NP-hard [Pulleyblank, On minimizing setups in precedence constrained scheduling, 1986]. Interval posets are a well-studied class of posets with applications in processor scheduling, where the jump number problem is one of the most important optimization problems. The plain greedy algorithm refers to scheduling from start to finish, simply avoiding a jump unless there is no other option. This strategy when applied to general posets can be far from optimal ($n/2$ approximation ratio), but its effectiveness when applied to interval posets has been a matter of interest for decades [Felsner, 1990; Faigle and Schrader, 1985]. We show that plain greed achieves an approximation ratio of 2 for the jump number of interval posets; this is the first time an approximation ratio has been proved for plain greed on this class. Furthermore, the bound is tight, and we give an infinite class of interval posets for which greed yields exactly twice the optimal jump number. This resolves a decades old question about the effectiveness of greed for the jump number of interval posets. We introduce new techniques for establishing exact and approximate jump number strategies which may be applicable to other poset
problems.

Yuki Nishida
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
ynishida@rs.tus.ac.jp

CP9
LAHypergraph: Parallel Hypergraph Analytics in the Language of Linear Algebra

To design efficient and portable algorithms for hypergraphs, we consider the adjacency matrix and the incidence matrix representations of a hypergraph. An adjacency matrix (clique-expansion)-based hypergraph algorithm formulation has a one-to-one correspondence with processing a unipartite graph. However, in addition to large memory footprint, the adjacency matrix representation loses structural information about the original hypergraph. In contrast, an incidence matrix-based hypergraph algorithm formulation operates on a bipartite graph view of the modeled dataset. The incidence matrix representation retains both the hyperedge set and the vertex set information of a hypergraph and has lower memory footprint. Considering these facts, in this paper, we propose a suite of parallel, portable hypergraph algorithms, composed with a set of sparse linear algebra-based operations, especially for incidence matrix-based hypergraph processing. We identify the semiring operations for generalized sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV) and the pattern of their applications, which are the main foundations of these algorithms. Implementations of our linear algebra based hypergraph algorithms for both the CPUs and the GPUs are included in a library, namely LAHypergraph. From a performance viewpoint, we demonstrate that our incidence matrix based algorithms in LAHypergraph outperform the state-of-the-art (SOTA) HygrA framework.

Luanzheng Guo
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CP9
Solving Max-plus Linear Systems by Level Sparsification

In this study, an algorithm for solving max-plus linear systems is discussed. Such a system is applied to many problems, such as control and scheduling, and is equivalent to the mean-payoff game. To reduce the computational time required to solve max-plus linear systems, we improve the alternating method, which is a well-known algorithm for the problem. In max-plus arithmetics, small numbers rarely contribute to the results. Based on this observation, our method, called level sparsification, selects some large entries of matrices as active ones and ignores other entries by replacing with a fixed value. Depending on the number of selected entries, we propose two types of sparsification and experiment with the performance compared to the original alternating method.

Yuki Nishida
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
ynaishida@rs.tus.ac.jp

CP9
Accelerating Distributed Matrix Multiplication with 4-Dimensional Polynomial Codes

A single straggler worker may delay an entire distributed system. The state-of-the-art strategies for mitigating delays in large-scale distributed matrix multiplication are polynomial-based coded computations such as the Polynomial Codes and Entangled Polynomial Codes. While such strategies deal with stragglers efficiently, they discard partial computations performed by stragglers. Hence, they are sub-optimal. Here, we present the Multi Entangled Polynomial Codes, a straggler mitigation strategy that utilizes the computations performed by all workers and significantly reduces the running time. Furthermore, it allows the final output to be decoded before any worker completes its tasks, thereby breaking the lower bound of Yu, Maddah-Ali, and Avestimehr (2020). Previous studies that utilize partial computations performed by stragglers require large Maximal Distance Separable codes, resulting in high overhead costs. In contrast, our strategy requires short codes comparable to Entangled Polynomial Codes. Thus, we preserve efficient encoding and decoding complexity and reduce the arithmetic overhead of previous solutions by a factor of $O\left(\frac{N}{W^{2/3}}\right)$, where $N$ and $W$ are the matrices dimension and the number of workers, respectively. We provide experimental results on an Amazon EC2 cluster that demonstrate up to 15% speedup over previous strategies. Moreover, we show that our strategy is optimal up to a factor of $(1 + o(1))$.

Roy Nissim
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CP10
A Breakpoints Based Method for the Maximum Diversity and Dispersion Problems

The maximum diversity, or dispersion, problem (MDP), is to select from a given set a subset of elements of given cardinality (budget), so that the sum of pairwise distances, or utilities, between the selected elements is maximized. We introduce here a method, called the Breakpoints (BP) algorithm, based on a technique proposed in Hochbaum (2009), to generate the concave piecewise linear envelope of the solutions to the relaxation of the problem for all values of the budget. The breakpoints in this envelope are provably optimal for the respective budgets and are attained using a parametric cut procedure that is very efficient. The performance of the parametric cut is further enhanced by a newly introduced compact formulation of the problem. The problem is then solved, for any given value of the budget, by applying a greedy-like method to add or subtract nodes from adjacent breakpoints. This greedy solution may be improved using Tabu Search. The BPTS algorithm. This method works well if for the given budget there are breakpoints that are “close”. If that is not the case, we introduce a perturbation technique that increases the number of breakpoints. We compare the performance of our breakpoints algorithm to leading methods for MDP.
and demonstrate that our method dominates, dramatically, the performance of these methods. This is the first time that the properties of the concave envelope and the breakpoints are used in a practically tested algorithm.
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CP10
Exponential Convergence of Sinkhorn Under Regularization Scheduling

In 2013, Cuturi [Cut13] introduced the Sinkhorn algorithm for matrix scaling as a method to compute solutions to regularized optimal transport problems. In this paper, aiming at a better convergence rate for a high accuracy solution, we work on understanding the Sinkhorn algorithm under regularization scheduling, and thus modify it with a mechanism that adaptively doubles the regularization parameter η periodically. We prove that such modified version of Sinkhorn has an exponential convergence rate as iteration complexity depending on log(1/ε) instead of ε−O(1) from previous analyses [Cut13] [saltschuler2017near] in the optimal transport problems with integral supply and demand. Furthermore, with cost and capacity scaling procedures, the general optimal transport problem can be solved with a logarithmic dependence on 1/ε as well.
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CP10
Fast First-Order Methods for Monotone Strongly DR-Submodular Maximization

In this paper, we first introduce and characterize the class of strongly DR-submodular functions and show how such a property implies strong concavity along non-negative directions. Then, we study L-smooth monotone strongly DR-submodular functions that have bounded curvature, and we show how to exploit such additional structure to obtain algorithms with improved approximation guarantees and faster convergence rates for the maximization problem. In particular, we propose the SDRFW algorithm that matches the provably optimal 1 − 1/e approximation ratio after only (Lc) iterations, where c ∈ [0, 1] and μ ≥ 0 are the curvature and the strong DR-submodularity parameter. Furthermore, we study the Projected Gradient Ascent (PGA) method for this problem and provide a refined analysis of the algorithm with an improved approximation ratio (compared to 1/e in prior works) and a linear convergence rate. Given that both algorithms require knowledge of the smoothness parameter L, we provide a novel characterization of L for DR-submodular functions showing that in many cases, computing L could be formulated as a convex optimization problem, i.e., a geometric program, that could be solved efficiently. Experimental results illustrate and validate the efficiency and effectiveness of our algorithms.
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CP11
Small Searchable K-Spectra Via Subset Rank Queries on the Spectral Burrows-Wheeler Transform

The k-spectrum of a string is the set of all distinct substrings of length k occurring in the string. This is a lossy but computationally convenient representation of the information in the string, with many applications in high-throughput bioinformatics. In this work, we define the notion of the Spectral Burrows-Wheeler Transform (SBWT), which is a particular sequence of subsets of the alphabet of the string that encodes k-spectrum of the string. The SBWT is a distillation of the ideas found in the BOSS and Wheeler graph data structures. We explore multiple different approaches to index the SBWT for membership queries on the underlying k-spectrum. We identify subset rank queries as the essential subproblem, and propose three space-efficient index structures to solve it. One of the approaches essentially leads to the known BOSS data structure, while the others offer attractive time-space trade-offs and support simpler query algorithms that rely only on fast rank queries. All of the approaches are also amendable to entropy compression, which leads to good space bounds on data structure size. We show, via experiments on a range of genomic data sets, that the simplicity of our new indexes translates into large performance gains in practice over prior art.
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CP11
Singleton Sieving: Overcoming the Memory/Speed
Trade-Off in Exascale K-Mer Analysis

Traditional filter data structures, such as Bloom filters, do not offer necessary features that modern high-performance data analytics applications need in order to efficiently perform complex data analysis tasks. For example, MetaHipMer, a de novo metagenome assembler, can use filters to weed out singleton k-mers and reduce memory usage by 30%-70%. However, the filter needs the ability to associate values with k-mers in order to perform the analysis in a single communication pass. Bloom filters do not support value associations and cause the application to perform an extra communication pass, thereby increasing the run time. Therefore, MetaHipMer faces a trade off between memory and speed due to the limited capabilities of traditional filters. In this paper, we overcome the memory and speed trade off in MetaHipMer by integrating a GPU-based feature-rich filter, the Two-Choice filter (TCF), in the MetaHipMer pipeline. The TCF uses key-value association to approximately store k-mers with extensions. This allows MetaHipMer to perform k-mer analysis on the GPUs in a single communication pass. Our empirical analysis shows a 50% reduction in memory usage in k-mer analysis on each node in MetaHipMer without any effect on the overall run time or assembly quality. The memory reduction in turn results in a 43% reduction in the number of nodes required to assemble datasets and enables MetaHipMer to scale to much larger datasets.
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CP11
Elimination Techniques for Algorithmic Differentiation Revisited

All known elimination techniques for (first-order) algorithmic differentiation (AD) rely on Jacobians to be given for a set of relevant elemental functions. Realistically, elemental tangents and adjoints are given instead. They can be obtained by applying software tools for AD to the parts of a given modular numerical simulation. The novel generalized face elimination rule proposed in this article facilitates the rigorous exploitation of associativity of the chain rule of differentiation at arbitrary levels of granularity ranging from elemental scalar (state of the art) to multivariate vector functions with given elemental tangents and adjoints. The implied combinatorial Generalized Face Elimination problem asks for a face elimination sequence of minimal computational cost. Simple branch and bound and greedy heuristic methods are employed as a baseline for further research into more powerful algorithms motivated by promising first test results. The latter can be reproduced with the help of an open-source reference implementation.
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PP1
Extending the Primal-Dual Method for Edge Connectivity

Input your abstract, including TeX commands, here. Williamson, Goemans, Vazirani and Mihail, in 1995, proposed the primal-dual method for edge augmentation problems where the connectivity requirements are given by the so called uncrossable functions. We address the longstanding open question of extending primal-dual methods to more general classes of functions. We see applications of our results in the recently studied flexible graph connectivity problem where we provide O(1) approximation algorithms. Applications are also seen in the capacitated k-edge connected problem.
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PP1
Vertex Elimination for Algorithmic Piecewise Differentiation

A piecewise affine approximation of a mathematical function can be represented in abs-normal form. Given a computer program that implements a mathematical function, this representation can be efficiently evaluated by algorithmic piecewise differentiation. By successively eliminating switching variables from such a representation, this work introduces the concept of reduced models. The novel contribution of this work is to describe the underlying phenomena from scientific computing by introducing a directed acyclic graph called condensed computational graph with corresponding vertex elimination sequences. This graph-theoretical approach allows the formulation of novel combinatorial optimization problems. For these problems defined on the condensed computational graph, new combinations of three quantitative measures are proposed: minimizing the number of floating-point operations, minimizing the length of the longest path, and minimizing the fill-in of a vertex elimination sequence. This goal-oriented approach paves the way not only for the design of certain properties of reduced models but also for the development of efficient graph-theoretical strategies for their construction.
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Overlapping Edge-Colored Clustering

A recent trend in data mining has explored clustering algorithms for datasets with categorical relationship types. Such algorithms have applications in the analysis of social, co-authorship, and protein interaction networks, to name a few. Many such applications, however, naturally have some overlap between clusters, a nuance which is missing from current combinatorial models. We generalize a recent categorical clustering framework, Edge-Colored Clustering, to allow for a budgeted number of overlapping cluster assignments. We present algorithms which provide approximately minimal edge deletion sets, as well as bi-criteria approximations, where the second approximation factor is on the budget for cluster overlap.
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PP1
Practical Weighted Clique Decomposition for Identifying Gene Co-Expression Modules

Mining the membership of genes in modules and the relative strength of effect a module has on co-expression of its constituents is an important problem in biomedical research. Cooley et al. modeled this problem as Exact Weighted Clique Decomposition (EWCD) in which, given an edge-weighted graph \( G \) and an integer \( k \), the goal is to decompose \( G \) into at most \( k \) (potentially overlapping) weighted cliques so that an edge’s weight is exactly equal to the sum of weights for cliques it participates in. We propose an optimization variant of the problem which will produce a clique decomposition that minimizes its discrepancy with the original edge weights. In this work, we view the problem as a variant of Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF). Given a symmetric co-expression matrix, we aim to find a set of \( k \) cliques and their weights that minimize a specific loss function. We test our approaches with a comprehensive evaluation and comparison of our EWCD-based approach with outputs from Clust and WGCNA on several real-world gene networks, focusing on validation using known modules.
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PP1
Counting Induced 6-Cycles in Bipartite Graphs

Various complex networks in real-world applications are best represented as a bipartite graph, such as user-product, paper-author, and actor-movie relations. Motif-based analysis has substantial benefits for networks and bipartite graphs are no exception. The smallest non-trivial subgraph in a bipartite graph is a \((2,2)\)-biclique, also known as a butterfly. Although butterflies are succinct, they are limited in capturing the higher-order relations between more than two nodes from the same node set. One promising structure in this context is the induced 6-cycle which consists of three nodes on each node set forming a cycle where each node has exactly two edges. In this paper, we study the problem of counting induced 6-cycles through parallel algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study on induced 6-cycle counting. We first consider two adaptations based on previous works for cycle counting in bipartite networks. Then, we introduce a new approach based on the node triplets and offer a systematic way to count the induced 6-cycles. Our final algorithm, BatchTripletJoin, is parallelizable across root nodes and uses minimal global storage to save memory. Our experimental evaluation on a 52 core machine shows that BatchTripletJoin is significantly faster than the other algorithms while being scalable to large graph sizes and number of cores. On a network with 112M edges, BatchTripletJoin is able to finish the computation in 78 mins by using 52 threads.
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PP1
An Approximation of the Modulus of the Family of Edge Covers

The discrete \( p \)-modulus (modulus for short) is a very flexible and general tool for measuring the richness of families of objects defined on a graph. Modulus has been studied for specific families of graph objects and it has been shown to generalize well-known graph theoretic quantities such as shortest path, max flow/min cut, and effective resistance. Our focus is on the \( p \)-modulus of the family of edge covers and on the more general family of fractional edge covers on an unweighted, undirected graph. Through the theory of Fulkerson blocking duality, every family of objects has a corresponding dual family whose modulus is closely related to the modulus of the original family. Our results show that the dual family of fractional edge covers is the family of stars, which greatly reduces the number of constraints for the \( p \)-modulus problem. With this, we give an approximation for the modulus of edge covers using the modulus of fractional edge covers.
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IcebergHT: High Performance Pmem Hash Tables Through Stability and Low Associativity
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Improved Space Bounds for Learning with Experts

We give improved tradeoffs between space and regret for the online learning with expert advice problem over $T$ days with $n$ experts. Given a space budget of $n^\delta$ for $\delta \in (0,1)$, we provide an algorithm achieving regret $\tilde{O}(n^2T^{1/(1+\delta)})$, improving upon the regret bound $\tilde{O}(n^2T^{2/(2+\delta)})$ in the recent work of Peng and Zhang [SODA23]. The improvement is particularly salient in the regime $\delta \to 1$ where the regret of our algorithm approaches $O_\alpha(\sqrt{T})$, matching the $T$ dependence in the standard online setting without space restrictions.

Parallel Strong Connectivity Based on Faster Reachability

Computing strongly connected components (SCC) is among the most fundamental problems in graph processing. It is challenging in the parallel setting and is particularly hard on large-diameter graphs. Many existing parallel SCC implementations can be even slower than Tarjans sequential algorithm on large-diameter graphs. To tackle this challenge, we propose an efficient parallel SCC implementation using a new parallel reachability algorithm. Our solution is based on a novel idea referred to as vertical granularity control (VGC). It breaks the synchronization barriers to increase parallelism and hide scheduling overhead. To use VGC in our SCC algorithm, we also design an efficient data structure called the parallel hash bag. It uses parallel dynamic resizing to avoid redundant work in maintaining frontiers (vertices processed in a round). We implement the parallel BGSS SCC algorithm using our new parallel reachability algorithm. We compare our implementation to the state-of-the-art systems, including GBBS, iSpan, Multi-step, and our highly optimized Tarjans (sequential) algorithm, on 18 graphs, including social, web, $k$-NN, and lattice graphs. On a machine with 96 cores, our implementation is the fastest on 16 out of 18 graphs. On average over all graphs, our SCC is $6.0\times$ faster than the best previous parallel code (GBBS), $12.8\times$ faster than Tarjans sequential algorithms, and $2.7\times$ faster than the best existing implementation on each graph.